Value of information analysis is useful for helping a decision maker evaluate the benefits of acquiring or processing additional data. Such analysis is particularly beneficial in the petroleum industry, where information gathering is costly and time-consuming. Furthermore, there are often abundant opportunities for discovering creative information gathering schemes, involving the type and location of geophysical measurements. A consistent evaluation of such data requires spatial modeling that realistically captures the various aspects of the decision situation: the uncertain reservoir variables, the alternatives and the geophysical data under consideration. The computational tasks of value of information analysis can be daunting in such spatial decision situations; in this paper, a regression-based approximation approach is presented. The approach involves Monte Carlo simulation of data followed by linear regression to fit the conditional expectation expression that is needed for value of information analysis. Efficient approximations allow practical value of information analysis for the spatial decision situations that are typically encountered in petroleum reservoir evaluation. Applications are presented for seismic amplitude data and electromagnetic resistivity data, where one example includes multi-phase fluid flow simulations.
Introduction
Petroleum reservoir decisions are characterized by large development and production costs as well as potentially huge revenues associated with oil or gas production. Making good reservoir decisions can be challenging due to notable uncertainty in our knowledge of the subsurface and the future costs and prices. In most situations, it may be valuable to gather data to learn more about the uncertain variables. Geophysical information can lead to an improved understanding of the subsurface distribution of reservoir variables, but this data usually comes at a considerable price. The decisiontheoretic notion of value of information (VOI) allows decision makers to evaluate various sources of data and determine whether the information is worthwhile before it is purchased. When the decision maker can represent the value from the underlying decision situation in monetary units, then VOI is also in monetary units. This may have tremendous practical ramifications since the decision maker can then determine whether a particular dataset should be purchased depending on whether the VOI exceeds the price of the data.
The focus of this paper is on methods for conducting VOI analysis of geophysical data for oil and gas applications; specifically, the paper considers the potential purchase of seismic and electromagnetic data for making better drilling decisions. VOI is used to quantify the additional value of various information gathering opportunities. Compared with the traditional use of VOI in the petroleum industry (Bratvold et al. 2009 ), the current paper focuses on models that stress the spatial multivariate aspects of the uncertain reservoir variables, the alternatives, and the potential information gathering schemes. In most reservoir decision situations there is often a wealth of opportunities for information gathering that involves, for instance, a choice between different types of data (production tests, seismic data, electromagnetic data, etc.), determining locations of data acquisition, etc. The value of multivariate spatial data can be evaluated by consistently integrating them in models that incorporate spatial characteristics (Eidsvik et al. 2015) .
VOI analysis for complex multivariate spatial models can, however, be computationally intensive. In this paper, approximate VOI computations are presented, using statistical regression techniques along with Monte Carlo simulations for applications involving geophysical data. While similar methods have been applied in medical applications (Strong et al. 2014) , here the spatial aspects that are typical in decision situations in the earth sciences are stressed, illustrating how the approximation equations work in this setting. Results obtained by simulation and linear regression are compared with fully analytical solutions wherever possible, such as for linearized Gaussian models along with some working assumptions pertaining to the underlying decision situation (Bhattacharjya et al. 2013) .
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the notation, assumptions and methods for VOI analysis in spatial decision-making. Section 3 outlines the computational challenges of VOI analysis, and presents simulationregression methods for efficient approximation of the VOI. Section 4 shows two applications of VOI analysis of geophysical data that deploy the proposed approximate approaches. Concluding remarks are in Sect. 5. 
Background on Decision Analysis and VOI Analysis
Decision analysis applies the principles of decision theory to practical decision situations with the eventual goal of providing the decision maker with clarity of action (Howard and Abbas 2015) . The field has a rich history of effective application in the oil and gas industry, see Bratvold and Begg (2010) and Newendorp and Schuyler (2013) , and VOI in particular has raised a lot of interest (Bratvold et al. 2009 ).
Prior Value
This presentation starts by the notation, theory and equations for VOI analysis (Table 1) . In reservoir applications, the uncertainties, alternatives and data tend to be vector-valued. The alternatives are denoted a = a j : j = 1, 2, . . . , N , where entries a j are associated with different spatial locations. The spatial locations could for instance represent reservoir segments, or they could indicate sets of injection and production wells for reservoir depletion. The decision maker must choose alternatives from an available set a ∈ A. The uncertain spatial variables are denoted x = {x i : i = 1, 2, . . . , n}, where index i is associated with spatial location. When N = n, there are identical spatial modeling scales for the uncertain variable and the alternatives, but this need not be the case in general. From a computational perspective, a large set of alternatives can be difficult to handle. This is exemplified by the decision of whether to drill or not at N = n reservoir segments, yielding 2 n alternatives in total.
In situations with fewer alternatives, one can enumerate the alternatives more easily. Such a case is illustrated by the decision of choosing among a few drilling plans. Denote by v(x, a) the value obtained by the decision maker. The explicit functional form clarifies that the value depends on the uncertain variable x as well as the chosen alternative a. Assuming a risk-neutral decision maker who chooses alternatives based on optimal expected value, the prior value (PV) is
The expectation in Eq. (1) is over the uncertain reservoir variable x. Its probability distribution is defined by prior probability density function p(x) for a continuous sample space, and a probability mass function p(x) for a discrete sample space. The prior distribution incorporates all currently available information, and the expected values with respect to this variable take the form of integrals or sums. For a more general discussion about utility functions that represent risk-averse or risk seeking behavior and related VOI analysis, the reader should consult the decision analysis literature, for instance Howard (1966) and Howard and Abbas (2015) . A distinction is made between coupled and decoupled value. When there is coupling, the value computation depends simultaneously on several of the spatial elements and cannot be split into different components. An example of such a model is where fluid flow simulation is used to evaluate recoverable oil (and hence ultimate value), in which case the value function involves complex coupling of reservoir properties and the chosen drilling alternatives. When the value function decouples, it can be split into a sum over different spatial elements. The situation is exemplified by drilling choices at different non-communicating reservoir segments, where the optimization of expected value can be done for individual segments. For this decoupled situation with N = n, the PV expression can be simplified to
where v i is the value function at location i.
To illustrate the basic ideas, let us consider a simple situation where one must decide whether to drill at a petroleum prospect (n = 1) with uncertain outcome x ∈ {0, 1}. The probability of a wet well (discovery) is assumed to be p (x = 1) = 0.1, and; therefore, the probability of a dry well is p (x = 0) = 0.9. In this situation, the decision maker has two alternatives: a = 0 (do not drill) and a = 1 (drill). The decision maker obtains no value if she does not drill; v (x, a = 0) = 0, while the value depends on the uncertain outcome if the well is drilled. For this example, assume v (x = 0, a = 1) = −0.5 (because there is a cost incurred for drilling) and v (x = 1, a = 1) = 3 − 0.5 = 2.5.
(All values are in generic monetary units.) A decision tree for this situation is shown in Fig. 1 (top left) . Here, squares represent decisions while circles represent uncertainties. A priori, the expected value and the PV of the drilling alternative are
A geoscientist would assert that decision situations are often more complex than the simple univariate problem described above. Figure 2 illustrates an example that extends the setting to involve two prospects. Note that this is still highly simplified, but it demonstrates some of the additional aspects that must be considered for multivariate and spatial analysis. The statistical model is defined by a Bayesian network (Darwiche 2009 ) consisting of five nodes (Fig. 2) . The top node is a common parent of the outcome at both prospects, inducing dependence in the reservoir outcomes as a result of common geological mechanisms for the two prospects. The parent node would indicate the presence or absence of a source or a petroleum system. The edges from the common parent node to the prospect nodes represent conditional probabilities. Here, there is probability one of propagating a dry outcome; p (x i = 0|x 0 = 0) = 1, i = 1, 2. Furthermore, there is a positive probability of failure in the propagation of a success, p (x i = 1|x 0 = 1) = 0.5, i = 1, 2. This is natural for some geological modeling situations, for instance, where a hydrocarbon source migrates from a source rock with a chance of failure in the migration (Martinelli et al. 2011; Lilleborge et al. 2016) . The bivariate probability mass function for prospect 1 and 2, when marginalizing over the common parent node, is provided in Table 2 . The alternatives that are available in this two-prospect situation depend on the particulars of the multivariate decision situation. In this case, an assumption of a decoupling value function [(Eq. (2)] is made, and the decision maker is free to select as many prospects as desired; therefore, there are four available alternatives: choose none, choose only Prospect 1, choose only Prospect 2, or choose both. Note that one could potentially have opportunities for sequential selection in a situation like this one, where the decision maker is allowed to choose one prospect, observe the result, and then decide whether to choose the next prospect (Bickel and Smith 2006; Martinelli et al. 2014) . Even though the VOI framework also works in such a context with sequential selection, the solution requires dynamic programming, and it is computationally more difficult to solve for large-size models. Here, the focus is solely on static selection.
The revenue from each prospect is specified as three money units when it is wet (hydrocarbon discovery), while the cost of development is varied. There are no shared costs. The cost is incurred no matter if the prospect is wet or dry. (Note that it was set to 0.5 in the single-prospect analysis above.) The PV can be calculated as
It is optimal to select both prospects if Cost < 0.3. As a function of cost, the PV decreases with slope 2 from 0.6 at zero cost, and becomes 0 for Cost ≥ 0.3.
Posterior Value and VOI
Suppose next that the decision maker can purchase data before making decisions. The data are modeled by a likelihood model p( y|x) connecting the uncertain variables to the information y. This likelihood model of course also depends on the experimental design or the data gathering scheme. The posterior value (PoV) is
assuming a discrete sample space for the data. Compared with the PV in Eq. (1) the choice among the alternatives can now vary depending on the outcomes of data. This means that the PoV is larger or equal to the PV-the decision maker can choose more wisely after getting more information. When the value function decouples over the n = N locations, the PoV becomes
For a risk-neutral decision maker, the VOI is the difference between posterior and prior value
The VOI should be compared with the price of the data to be acquired and processed. If the VOI exceeds the price, it is worthwhile to purchase the data. The decision maker can use the VOI results of different tests to evaluate various opportunities for information gathering, and this analysis is done before obtaining the data. Consider again the situation with one prospect. Suppose the decision maker can perform tests to get information about the uncertain outcome at the prospect. A test can be considered imperfect (measured with noise or without direct relation) or perfect (no noise and direct relation). The calculation of PoV with perfect information is shown in Fig. 1 (bottom left); this decision tree represents the situation where the decision maker has the opportunity to observe the prospect outcome before deciding whether to drill. Perfect information about a discovery would induce the decision maker to drill the well, while she would choose not to drill with dry perfect information. The PoV is calculated as
By direct use of Eq. (8), and using that PV = 0, the VOI (x) = 0.25 − 0 = 0.25.
This value of perfect information forms an upper bound for the value of any imperfect test. Suppose the decision maker can gather imperfect data, say a seismic test, modeled using a likelihood model p (y|x). For this case, consider a seismic test with binary outcome; y ∈ {0, 1} where a correct negative seismic test occurs with likelihood p (y = 0|x = 0) = 0.9 and a correct positive seismic test has likelihood p (y = 1|x = 1) = 0.9. From Eq. (7), the decision maker now chooses the optimal alternatives based on the conditional expected value, given the data realization y. The values are averaged over all possible data using probabilities p (y) (see Fig. 1 right) . Here, the optimal decision is to drill for a positive test, and not drill for a negative test.
The PoV with this imperfect information is
The seismic test has VOI (y) = 0.18 − 0 = 0.18, and if the price of the seismic test is less than this, the decision maker should purchase the test. The extension to the situation with two prospects entails more testing options; both (total), only one (partial), perfect (drilling) or imperfect (seismic). Note that one could also perform sequential testing, where one prospect is tested first, with the option of continued testing at the other. This is computationally more demanding for large-size models, and only static testing is considered here. The value of perfect total information is
This PoV of perfect information starts at 0.6 for zero cost and decreases with slope 0.2 until it reaches 0 at cost equal to 3. The bottom nodes in Fig. 2 represent the results of seismic tests at both prospects, which would give imperfect information. These test results are assumed to be conditionally independent given the outcome of the prospect. The likelihood model is defined by γ = p (y i = k|x i = k) , k = 0, 1, and for prospects i = 1, 2. This means that the chance of a positive test for a wet reservoir equals that of a negative test for a dry reservoir at both prospects. Figure 3 shows the VOI for different information gathering schemes in this example. The results for partial testing (at just one prospect, univariate data) are shown in the top display, while those for total testing (at both prospects; bivariate data) are at the bottom. In both displays γ = 0.9, and the VOI is plotted as a function of the drilling cost at a prospect. Note that the VOI curves all start near 0 for very small development cost where the decision maker would surely drill prospects, and there is no need for data. The curves then increase for intermediate costs where data are likely to influence drilling decisions, and decrease back to small values for large costs where the decision maker would surely avoid drilling because it is too expensive; again, in this region, there is little help from additional data. In both displays, the VOI of imperfect information is less than that of perfect information (the dashed line is below the solid line), but note that the VOI of imperfect information at both prospects could be higher or lower than the VOI of perfect information at one prospect.
For perfect information at both prospects (denoted by the solid line in the bottom display) the VOI = 0.5 for cost 0.5. This is twice what was observed in the singleprospect case in Eq. (9). For partial perfect information (the solid line in the top display) the corresponding VOI = 0.35, which is still larger than for the single prospect. This increased VOI is due to the correlation in the model; observing that Prospect 1 is a discovery has a clear influence on Prospect 2. Here, the conditional probability is p (x 2 = 1|x 1 = 1) = 0.5, and the positive observation at Prospect 1 encourages development at Prospect 2. The piecewise linear curves in Fig. 3 can be understood by relating the conditional probabilities to costs; a change in the slope implies two different cost regimes, where the conditional expectations exceed the cost for the various data outcomes (different positive elements for the sum over data in Eq. (10)).
A Workflow for Spatial VOI Analysis
By embedding VOI analysis in a unified framework involving spatial uncertainties and spatial alternatives, one can address and evaluate a range of spatial information gathering schemes with high-fidelity models that realistically capture the various aspects of the decision situation. Eidsvik et al. (2015) recommend a workflow involving the following steps:
1. Frame the spatial decision situation. 2. Study potential spatial information gathering schemes. 3. Build a spatial model for variables and data. 4. Conduct VOI analysis.
Step 1. in the workflow is for the decision maker to frame their decision situation by identifying the decisions (and associated alternatives) as well the most pertinent uncertainties.
For step 2. in the workflow: In spatial situations, there are a number of possibilities, including acquiring or processing data over the entire spatial domain of interest (total test) as well as performing partial testing, that is only over a subset of the spatial domain. Modeling the accuracy of the test is critical for VOI analysis. With perfect information, either y = x (total information) or x K (partial information), where K denotes a subset of the set i = 1, . . . , n. (In the prospects example this subset was only one prospect of two possible prospects.) In many reservoir studies companies must also evaluate various data sources that could help make better drilling decisions. The value of gathering say seismic and / or electromagnetic data depends on their likelihood as well as the prior model for reservoir variables and the alternatives.
The models for the uncertain reservoir variables and the data variables should include realistic spatial dependencies (step 3. in the workflow). In the application in Sect. 4.1, a Gaussian random field is used for the reservoir profits, having a linear likelihood model with conditional independence between the selected measurement locations. In Sect. 4.2, multiple reservoir variables are built from a suite of geostatistical models, and the value function computation involves a fluid flow simulator calculating the amount of recoverable oil for each sample of the uncertain outcomes. The data are modeled by seismic forward models.
Step 4. of the workflow involves the actual computation of the VOI and the practical interpretation of results. Decision makers' interests often lie in comparing the difference between the VOI of different acquisition or processing schemes for spatial data with their price. It is further useful to study the sensitivity of the VOI to different designs or to specific input parameters such as the spatial heterogeneity or the variability in the prior model or the likelihood.
Approximations for VOI
VOI computation is often demanding, and; therefore, there is a need to develop efficient approximations for real-world models. Various approaches for computing and approximating the VOI are presented in the following sections.
Review of Methods
The PoVs [(Eqs. (6) or (7)] are calculated from maximum expected values conditional on different data outcomes (referred to as the inner sum or integral), and then weighted over all possible data (referred to as the outer sum or integral). There are rarely closed form solutions for the inner expression E v (x, a) | y in Eq. (6). Moreover, the integration of these maximum conditional values with the marginal probability of the data in the outer expression is even less likely to be available in closed form.
One generally applicable computational approach for the PoV (and the VOI) is that of double Monte Carlo sampling. This entails using Monte Carlo sampling of data y for the outer expression, and another round of Monte Carlo sampling (for each data realization) for the inner expression. But this is extremely time-consuming and several approaches have been suggested in earth science applications to overcome such a costly double Monte Carlo approach. Trainor-Guitton et al. (2011 suggested a dimension reduction of the uncertain variable that effectively discretizes the sample space for the uncertain variables. Similarly, the data variables are inverted to the same scale and PoV is available as a sum over few terms. Trainor-Guitton et al. (2014) extended this approach and applied it to a geo-thermal application with uncertain clay-cap throat, where the optimal drilling decisions (location) depend on the magnetotellurics data. Albeit clearly useful in practice, in particular when the main uncertainty is related to geologic scenario or special geographic structures, such a discretization might be unnatural if the decision maker has multi-variable spatial alternatives available. Eidsvik et al. (2008) , Bhattacharjya et al. (2010) and Rezaie et al. (2014) used parametric models and associated methods to analytically calculate the conditional expectation E v i (x i , a i ) | y , given the data. These approaches resulted in a closed form solution for the inner expression in Eq. (7), while the outer expression was solved by Monte Carlo sampling.
For Gaussian linear models, the outer integral over the data can also be computed exactly for decisions with two alternatives, and there are analytical results for the PoV and VOI. The key result is that for a Gaussian variable x with mean m and variance r 2
where the density is φ (z) =
2 , and the cumulative function is (Bickel 2008) . Bhattacharjya et al. (2013) extended this result for multivariate models and spatial decision situations with two alternatives at every spatial location. To illustrate, assume a multivariate Gaussian prior distribution for the values, say,
Assume further a linear and Gaussian likelihood model y = Fx + e, where p (e) = N 0, T , and x and e are independent. Then p ( y) = N Fμ, F F T + T , and the conditional distribution for the values is Gaussian with mean and covariance matrix
The posterior value can be computed as
where r 2 i are the diagonal elements of the reduction in covariance F T F F T +T −1 F . Although these results are extremely fast to compute and can provide useful VOI results in many application domains (Sect. 4.1), they do rely heavily on the Gaussian linear assumptions. Such an approach should therefore only be used when these assumptions are reasonable.
Simulation-Regression Approach
In this section, a simulation-regression approach is described for approximating the PoV and hence the VOI in spatial decision situations [Eqs. (6) or (7)]. This approach is based on Monte Carlo sampling of data (outer sum or integral) and regression fitting of conditional expected values (inner sum or integral). Strong et al. (2014) and Heath et al. (2016) present similar simulation-regression approaches for VOI analysis in other contexts. One goal of the current paper is to demonstrate that these approaches are also very useful for petroleum geostatistics applications. The spatial decisionmaking context introduces new elements such as spatial models for the uncertainties, the coupling or decoupling of potentially complex value functions and the potential combinatorial proliferation of alternatives.
The Monte Carlo and regression technique builds on the structure of Fig. 4 , illustrating the connection between decisions, uncertain variables of interest, values and data in the form of influence diagrams (Howard and Matheson 1984) . These graphical representations are extensions of Bayesian networks; they represent a decision maker's decision situation. The original diagram (left) is as specified by the model. The approximation converts it to the diagram where the distribution over data y is represented by Monte Carlo samples, and the new value function is based on the regression model (right). For VOI analysis the influence of data on the conditional expected value is critical. The idea of regressing value on the data is in some sense similar to the prediction-focused view of Scheidt et al. (2015) , but they phrase this aspect only for faster prediction and not in a decision analytic framework. 
To ensure that the VOI is always non-negative, it is considered good practice to consistently use the approximation for the PV as well. This involves a double expectation
The VOI is then approximated by the key formula
The approximation improves for larger sample sizes B but it also depends on the selection of model g a y b ; β a . The choice would be very case specific. Strong et al. (2014) recommend using generalized additive models or Gaussian processes. In the current paper linear regression approaches are demonstrated such that g a y b ; β a = β 0,a + β T 1,a y, for the applications in Sect. 4. For high dimensional data values are regressed on only the most important components of the data. In one of the applications, Sect. 4.2, partial least squares regression (PLSR) is used for this purpose. More complex regression models are certainly interesting, such as non-parametric regression techniques, especially when the value function is complex and with non-linear likelihood models, but this is left out for further work. A comparison of value approximations using different regression methods for medical decisions involving only a few alternatives is provided in Heath et al. (2015) .
Let us illustrate the simulation-regression approach for the prospect example in Sect. , b = 1, . . . , B, i = 1, . . . , n. In calculations where there is one deterministic input and one uncertain input, such as max {0, v (x i , a i )}, an upward bias might occur while approximating the VOI. For instance, when using linear regression, the line could fit insignificant effects and induce a falsely positive element in the PoV, but because of the max expression there will never be falsely negative elements. The simulationregression approach will nevertheless converge to the best linear approximate solution when B → ∞, but for small sample sizes, it could be useful to reduce the bias by removing insignificant effects in the linear regression. These effects are greatest in situations with many decision locations and relatively high measurement noise levels.
In this paper, bootstrapping is suggested to screen insignificant effects in the PoV. This is done for the value at one site at a time. It is illustrated for one site and decoupled value:
1. Repeat for C bootstrap replicates:
• Draw a sample of size B with replacement from the indices b * = 1, . . . , B.
• This bootstrap screening approach seems to clearly reduce bias in the test runs, but the bias is not removed entirely. Localized approximations were also tested, where values at sites far from the data are set identical in the prior and posterior value calculation. This procedure seems reasonable in the spatial context, where one can tune the influence range from the spatial correlation in some cases.
Note that although the regression approximations simplify the computation of conditional expected values for each alternative, this must still be done for all alternatives a ∈ A. This issue may be addressed at least partially by reducing the number of alternatives explored by clustering them-this is not considered in the current paper.
Applications
The proposed methods are illustrated on two applications of VOI analysis involving geophysical data. The description follows the workflow described in Sect. 2.3.
Electromagnetic Resistivity Data
Consider a two-dimensional lateral domain covering the top of a petroleum reservoir that has been mapped out from geological understanding, and where there is some prior knowledge about the reservoir variables from interpreted seismic data (Avseth et al. 2005) . The prediction of reservoir variables such as facies, saturation and porosity at the lateral reservoir segments is indicative of the profits and, therefore, critical for reliable decision-making. (See also Chapter 6.3 in Eidsvik et al. 2015) .
A grid of 25 × 25 reservoir segments is defined at this top-reservoir zone. The decision maker can freely select to drill or not at each of the N = 625 segments. Then the alternatives are a i ∈ {0, 1} , i = 1, . . . , 625. This means there are 2 625 alternatives. The value function is assumed to be the sum over segment values, so it decouples. If the decision maker decides to drill a well at a particular cell i, the uncertain value is Since extensive three-dimensional seismic interpretation has been done for this reservoir zone, several reservoir variables such as porosity and thickness are quite accurately determined. However, there is remaining uncertainty about the saturation and, hence, the profits. It could be worthwhile for the petroleum company to acquire and process electromagnetic (EM) data at this stage. Hydrocarbon saturated rocks have higher resistivity than brine saturated reservoir rocks, and these EM data would give imperfect information about the reservoir saturation and, hence, the profits, leading to improved decision-making. The VOI of EM resistivity data depends on the acquisition design, rock and fluid properties, and the data quality compared with the prior understanding of the reservoir profits. North-south survey lines are considered here for the EM data. Three possible lines are considered; west, center and east (Fig. 5) . All three tests thus provide partial information; specifically they pertain to only 25 out of the 625 segments.
The prior model is constructed from samples of porosity and saturation obtained from a probabilistic inversion method given the currently available seismic amplitude data. The uncertain revenue at location i is r 0 h i s i φ i , where r 0 is a fixed factor including oil price and recovery rates, h i is the reservoir thickness, s i the oil saturation and φ i is the porosity. Based on samples, the variability in revenues largely depends on the sampling variability in saturation. From the samples a Gaussian prior is fit directly for profits v i (x i , a i = 1), where the cost of drilling is subtracted from the revenues. The means and variances are spatially varying, and there is spatial correlation. The prior means of the profits are shown in Fig. 5 .
The likelihood model for EM resistivity data is based on Archie's relation (Mavko et al. 2009 ) that relates the rock bulk resistivity to the fluid saturation and fluid resistivity. The likelihood for log-resistivity data y = (y 1 , . . . , y 25 ) is specified by having a linearized mean as a function of uncertain saturation (and, hence, as a function of the profits, since the other parameters are specified from the seismic data). The slope and intercepts of the linearized model still depend on the porosity properties at the segments, but they are fixed from the seismic inversion. This linearization of Archie's relation is an approximation which seems to work rather well when the linearization is performed at the current estimates of porosity. The likelihood model has conditionally independent errors.
For these linear Gaussian modeling assumptions, the analytical result in Sect. 3.1 holds [(Eq. (15) ]. The analytical solutions can be compared with the approximations obtained by Monte Carlo simulation and regression techniques.
Since there is a decoupled value function, the regression of value is done for each cell, individually, on the data. For each
. . , B are used to fit a linear regression model for the conditional expectation E v a i | y b . As mentioned in Sect. 3.2, a straightforward linear regression approach tends to overestimate the PoV in this situation; therefore, bootstrap screening is used to reduce the bias. Figure 6 illustrates this bootstrap idea by showing the results of the simulation-regression procedure for values at sites near (top) and far (bottom) from the data locations (west line). For illustration, the plot is only against the first component of the data (south-west data location). The displays, hence, show fits of g a i =1 y; β a i =1 = β 0,i + β 1,i y 1 (displayed as a function of data outcome y 1 ). The near site (1,1) and far site (1,23) are indicated in Fig. 5 . The left displays show B = 50 samples and the fitted regression lines. There is a connection between data and value for the near site, while the far site is not very influenced by the data. By using bootstrap replicates of the data and values, one can study the uncertainty of the linear regression. The variety in fitted lines (right displays) shows that the near site (top) is significantly affected by data, but not the far site (bottom), which has posterior value just like the prior value (0 in this case). Table 3 shows the VOI results for three possible north-south acquisition lines (Fig. 5) , for two different measurement accuracies. The prior value is the sum over all cells with non-negative expected profit, without any EM information. For this example the prior value is 410 million. The VOI is the expected additional value obtained by an EM survey. The 80% coverage intervals for the VOI were computed by using 50 repetitions of VOI approximations, sorting the VOI results from smallest to largest, and picking the tenth and 90th percentiles.
The MC + Gauss approach generates data samples from the Gaussian marginal distribution of the EM resistivity data y b , b = 1, . . . , B. For each sample, the conditional expectation is computed by the closed form Gaussian expression [(Eq. (14) ]. The non-zero expected values are then averaged over all data samples. This approach is unbiased and converges to the exact analytical solution for the posterior value when the sample size increases. Note that this approach is only applicable since the actual expression for the conditional expectation is known. Fig. 6 Illustration of the simulation-regression approach for a site near data (top) and a site far from data (bottom). The displays show 50 sets of values and data generated by Monte Carlo sampling, and the fitted regression line (left). Bootstrap replicates over data is one way of screening insignificant effects (right) The MC + regress approach is based on sampling both profits and EM data samples, and then using linear regression to fit the conditional expectation going into the VOI calculation [(Eq. (17) ]. Bootstrap screening is used to remove insignificantly different values in the posterior, as described above.
The Monte Carlo results for the VOI in Table 3 are representative of the analytical values but with some Monte Carlo variability. The westernmost line is the most valuable because the prior profits are very near 0 in this region, and acquiring EM data in this spatial part of the domain will clearly inform the decision maker whether to drill or not at these western segments of the reservoir. Thus, the western line would be selected for data gathering if the price of data is smaller than the VOI at this line. The decision about data acquisition and processing depends on the price of data. If the price is more than the VOI, purchasing the additional data is hard to justify. The VOI depends on the accuracy of the EM data, which is quantified by the variance Var ( y|x) = τ 2 I 25 . When this accuracy is halved (standard deviation is doubled, τ = 2), the VOI is less than half of the VOI, when τ = 1 for all survey lines.
The Monte Carlo results are clearly more accurate for a larger sample size (5000 compared with 500). For the regression approach there is now less upwards skewness in the results. This occurs because the larger sample size gives a better regression fit, with more reliable effects and less spurious correlations that sometimes induce positive tendencies that are really just a result of random Monte Carlo variability. Note that if no bootstrap screening of the regression effects is applied, this skewness effect is much larger. For instance, the VOI interval of the westernmost line is then (7.55-8.71) for low accuracy and 500 samples, while it is (5.08-5.59) when using 5000 samples. With high accuracy in the EM data the VOI interval is then (12.7-14.1) with 500 samples and (10.9-11.3) with 5000 samples.
Seismic Data for Reservoir Development Decisions
Next, a complex value function incorporating fluid flow in a heterogeneous medium is studied, but the scope is limited to a relatively simplified decision situation where the decision maker can develop the reservoir by drilling a fixed configuration of wells. There are nine well configurations that are possible; a ∈ {1, . . . , 9}. The decision maker can also avoid development (a = 0). A petroleum company could have such limited alternatives for various reasons, say there exists infrastructure making a (few) well configuration(s) much less expensive than others. The drilling alternatives considered here are shown in Fig. 7 through a map view indicating the location of the vertical wells.
The decision maker has the option to collect seismic data before choosing a particular drilling alternative. The seismic data would on average reduce spatial uncertainty and thereby help in better decision-making. One might be interested in evaluating the value of seismic data in the context of this decision to justify collecting the data. For the baseline dataset a frequency bandwidth 10-40 Hz in the seismic data is used. Results with shorter frequency band (10-20 Hz) and wider frequency band (10-60 Hz) are also shown.
The prior model is represented using an ensemble of 500 realizations of reservoir properties: facies, porosity and permeability. The geological uncertainty is two-fold: scenario uncertainty with two possible scenarios: channel and delta, and stochastic variations within each scenario. The facies realizations are generated using the geostatistical algorithm SNESIM (Strebelle 2002) with two different training-images for each scenario. Figure 8 shows one facies realization each of the channel scenarios and the delta scenario at the top. The porosity realizations are generated using sequen- Fig. 7 The nine drilling design alternatives in the example with flow simulation and seismic data for improved reservoir development decisions tial Gaussian simulation conditioned on the facies. The permeability realizations are obtained using the Kozeny-Carman equation (Mavko et al. 2009 ) relating porosity to permeability.
The seismic data is generated independently for each realization. The acoustic impedance (AI) is first computed at the geostatistical scale by applying rock physics modeling on the reservoir properties, and then a Fourier-domain Born filter is applied to represent the AI at the seismic scale. The AI at the seismic scale approximates what one would obtain by inverting the seismic data. Figure 8 (bottom) shows the AI realizations corresponding to each of the two geological scenarios.
To compute the prospect values, flow simulation is run on each realization of reservoir variables, for each well configuration. The oil and water production rates for the ninth drilling alternative are shown in Fig. 9 . The variability in oil and water production is a result of the uncertainty in the a priori reservoir model. For each of the nine drilling alternatives, the net present value (NPV) v b a for each realization is computed using the following function where time is t going from the start of production until production life T (truncation of simulator). The oil production rate is q o,a while the water production rate is q w,a . The oil price is r 0 (set to USD 40/barrel), cost of water produced is r w (set to USD 5/barrel), and the discount rate is r (set to 10% per year). First, consider the PV and the PoV with perfect information. These two are estimated using straightforward non-parametric bootstrapping over the 500 realizations. The tenth percentile, median and 90th percentile of the PV are found to be USD 3590 million, USD 3610 million and USD 3630 million respectively. The corresponding percentiles of the VOI of perfect information are USD 650 million, USD 680 million and USD 705 million.
To estimate the PoV with imperfect seismic data, the expected value given the data is approximated using a regression model. The seismic data is represented on a large spatial grid, and it is high-dimensional. When regressing values on the data, the effective dimension of the data is reduced by partial least squares regression (PLSR), or related high-dimensional regression techniques (Hastie et al. 2009 ). PLSR effectively chooses the dimensions of the data that are important for value approximation. It appears to be an effective method for estimating the PoV with imperfect information. In mathematical terms, PLSR constructs linear combinations of data that have high variance and large correlation with the values. In comparison, principal component regression is known to focus more on the variance in the data. PLSR is an iterative Fig. 9 The oil production rates (a) and the water production rates (b) for the ninth drilling alternative method and when this procedure is stopped after a few iterations, a reduced regression is obtained, which is often a good trade-off between model fitting and predictive power.
One PLSR model is built for each decision alternative, and the values are fitted at each data point. In this application, with only a few alternatives, no screening of regression effects is done, except what is already achieved by the PLSR data reduction technique. Ten-fold cross validation is used to find the optimum number of PLSR components to use in our regression model, using the Predicted Residual Error Sum of Squares (PRESS) criterion (Abdi 2010) . It is found that the smallest PRESS, and; hence, the optimum number of PLSR components range from 1 to 5 for the different alternatives, as shown in Fig. 10 . Here, the value corresponding to the number of With more than one component, the PLSR fit also starts to pick some more spatial detail within each scenario, and this could increase the predictive power a little in this case, at least for some alternatives. As with the PV and the PoV with perfect information, bootstrapping is employed to estimate the distribution of the PoV with imperfect seismic information. This is done by taking a constant number of PLSR components for all alternatives, ranging from 1 to 5 (see Fig. 10 ). The VOI results are summarized in Table 4 . The VOI interval for the baseline case with 10-40 Hz seismic data is USD 533-566 million for one component in the PLSR regression and increases to USD 564-598 million for five components. The tendency of increasing VOI occurs because fewer components could yield overly smooth conditional expectations, while too many components could induce potential overfitting of the conditional expectation to the data realizations. If the number of PLSR components gets very large, the VOI of imperfect information tends towards the VOI of perfect information in this case.
The VOI result should be compared with the price of acquiring and processing seismic data. The price of the seismic data of course increases with higher resolution The results are displayed for a different number of components used in the partial least squares regression (PLSR) and for different frequency bandwidths in the seismic data in the data. The VOI is computed for different seismic frequency bandwidths: 10-40 Hz (baseline), 10-20 and 10-60 Hz. From Table 4 , one sees that for wider bandwidth, the VOI results are larger because the high-resolution seismic data carry more information. However, the effect of going from 40 to 60 Hz is very small in our case. This indicates that the additional costs (using broader band geophones) required to acquire the broader band data might not be valuable in this situation.
Recall that in this example the design strategies for drilling are fixed. In future work, a goal is to extend this to situations with more alternatives and involving closed loop reservoir management (Barros et al. 2016 ).
Closing Remarks
There are plenty of opportunities for creative and effective spatial information gathering schemes in the petroleum industry. The value of such data is most consistently gauged by framing the spatial decision situation in a unified context including geostatistics, geophysical modeling and decision analysis. This paper describes these aspects and show examples of VOI analysis for comparing different spatial experiments, such as seismic data or electromagnetic data.
When one incorporates more realistic models for the uncertain variables and for the spatial decision models, the VOI computations become demanding, and this hinders effective VOI analysis. In this paper attempts are made to overcome this challenge by constructing efficient approximations for the VOI. Simulation-regression approaches are used to solve parts of the computational problems and provide useful approximations to the VOI. In a Gaussian linearized example with electromagnetic data, VOI results obtained by simulation-regression techniques are compared with the available analytical results. Modern regression techniques such as bootstrap can screen spurious correlation effects and provide accurate approximations. In a more realistic nonlinear example including fluid flow simulation for the value calculation and for the seismic amplitude data, PLSR techniques for the VOI analysis are demonstrated. Such new simulation-regression methods and related approaches are likely to be important for efficient VOI analysis, while maintaining flexibility of spatial alternatives and realistic value functions.
